
Abstract. We show that the separation of contributions to low-
temperature heat capacity and the Hall effect, carried out in
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 257206 (2018), Nat. Phys. 15 954 (2019),
Phys. Rev. X 12 021050 (2022), leads to unfounded conclusions
about (i) the formation of uncharged quasiparticles (Majorana
fermions) and (ii) the transition, as the magnetic field increases,
to the metallic state with heavy fermions in the YbB12 semicon-
ductor with strong electronic correlations. We obtain an alter-
native explanation of the experimental data in terms of the
filamentary structure of conducting channels in the semiconduc-
tor matrix of ytterbium-based dodecaborides. Such channels
(charge stripes) are nanoscale electron-density inhomogeneities
and form manybody states near the Fermi level.

Keywords: Kondo insulators, electronic phase separation,
dynamical charge stripes

1. Introduction

It is commonly believed that the YbB12 compound is a classic
example of a system with strong electron correlations and is a
topological Kondo insulator [1±3]. In this narrow-gap
semiconductor with a mixed valence of ytterbium
n�Yb� � 2:9±2.95 [4±8], manybody states are detected in the
DEg=kB � 18 meV gap [9±10] in the vicinity of the Fermi level
EF in the energy range of 1±6meV; the nature of these states is
still the subject of active debate (see, e.g., [10±15]). The exotic
electronic properties recently discovered at low and ultra-low
temperatures in the dielectric state of YbB12 include quantum
oscillations of magnetization and resistivity, usually char-
acteristic of a normal metal with a three-dimensional Fermi
surface, and very unusual gapless charge-neutral fermion
excitations [11±15]. To explain the nature of these uncharged
fermions in YbB12, several models have been proposed based
on a system of Majorana fermions with a gapless three-
dimensional dielectric state [16±19]. The description of YbB12

proposed in recent theoretical studies invokes topologically
protected gapless Majorana fermions arising due to phase
shifts of bands in a mixed-valence insulator [20]. In [21], in
addition, the ground state of the Landau Fermi liquid,
containing Majorana polarons in the Kondo insulator
phase, was studied. We also note recent studies [22±24],
which suggest the separation of spins and charges in mixed-
valence compounds: the appearance of uncharged fermions
interacting with the U�1� gauge field then causes their
hybridization, giving rise to the formation of composite
excitons [23].

2. Heat capacity of YbB12 in a zero field

We emphasize that, for the models listed above of funda-
mental importance, is the conclusion about a finite (nonzero)
density of states at the Fermi levelN�EF� in the dielectric state
ofYbB12, a conclusion arrived at in [11, 15] based on results of
analyses of heat capacity at low temperatures T4 14 K
(Fig. 1). In particular, in [11, 15], in analyzing the heat
capacity in the range of 1±14 K, it was proposed that its
phonon part Cph, be decomposed into two Einstein contribu-
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tions CE1 � CE2 and a Debye contribution CD � bT 3, with
the very small Schottky contribution CSch and the linear
`Sommerfeld' term Cqp � gT taken into account. The latter
describes the component corresponding to quasiparticles in
YbB12, which are gapless uncharged (Majorana) fermions
according to the authors of [11, 15]. The best approximation
(red curves) was obtained in [11, 15] (for crystal no. 2) at the
Debye coefficient b � 0:026 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ4 and the Einstein
temperatures YE1 � 16 K and YE2 � 170 K and (for
crystal no. 3) at b � 0:017 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ4, YE1 � 24 K, and
YE2 � 160K. The solid and dotted green lines represent small
Schottky contributions CSch, different from zero in the range
of 1±2 K and obtained for a three-level system with a small
splitting D1 � 1:4 K, D2 � 6:2 K and D1 � 0:6 K, D2 � 2:2 K
for respective YbB12 crystals no. 2 and no. 3 [11, 15]. The
values of the coefficient for the linear term in the heat capacity
of the narrow-gap semiconductor YbB12 found in [11, 15] in
the framework of the above procedure are g � 3:8 mJ
molÿ1 Kÿ2, which corresponds to the 3±4 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ2

found in [25, 26] for an isostructural nonmagnetic reference
metal LuB12 with a wide (� 1:6 eV) conduction band [27] and
a significant density of electron states N�EF� [10, 28]. In
addition, along with the linear electron component, two
Schottky anomalies of a noticeable amplitude in the heat
capacity of LuB12 were also detected in [26, 29] at low

temperatures of 2±40 K, (Fig. 2); as a result, to correctly
estimate N�EF� in this rare earth (RE) dodecaboride with
metallic conductivity, the contributions to C�T � have to be
separated. We emphasize that, in the heat capacity of all
known RE dodecaborides RB12 (R±Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Lu,
and Zr) in the temperature range of 10±80 K, the dominant
contribution is from quasilocal vibrations of heavy RE ions
with a characteristic Einstein temperature YE � 160±200 K
(see, e.g., [10, 25, 26, 29±32]). As a result, to correctly separate
the heat capacity components and determine the parameters
of the contributions, the C�T � experimental curves for these
compounds must be approximated in the wide temperature
range of 2±200 K. We also note that the method of inelastic
neutron scattering reliably detects a narrow dispersion-free
branch in the phonon spectra of RB12 at energies of 15±
18 meV [33], corresponding to quasilocal vibrations of RE
ions in large cavities in the B24 cells of a rigid covalent boron
framework, while the upper bound of the phonon spectrum
significantly exceeds 100 meV (YD > 1000 K) and is
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composition were obtained in [26] directly from X-ray diffraction analysis

of root-mean-square displacements of boron atoms.
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determined by high-frequency vibrations of the boron
sublattice.

To verify the results of contribution separation in [11, 15],
the authors of [34] carried out precision measurements and
analysis of the heat capacity of single-crystal samples of the
YbB12 semiconductor. It was shown (Fig. 3) that, in the
intermediate temperature range of 10±80 K, the heat capacity
of YbB12 is so high that describing it requires using the sum of
the Einstein and Schottky contributions with close energy
parameters YE � D1 � 123 K; quasilocal vibrations of Yb
ions and transitions between levels are both observed in each
unit cell of the crystal structure (i.e., the reduced concentra-
tions of Einstein oscillators NE and Schottky centers NSch1

correspond to the concentration of ytterbium ions NE �
NSch1 � NYb � 1 [34]). We emphasize that, in separating the
contributions to the specific heat in [34], the Debye tempera-
tureYD � 1300Kwas used, the value found directly from the
data of X-ray diffraction analysis for the root-mean-square
atomic displacements of boron atoms in YbB12. According to
the approach developed in [26, 29±31], energies D1 � 123 K
andD2 � 21K are determined by the barrier height in double-
well potentials (see the inset to Fig. 3) of two types, caused
respectively by charge fluctuations on Yb ions and by boron
vacancies. Moreover, in contrast to the total concentration
NSch1 � 1 recorded for vibrations of Yb ions in a double-well
potential in each fcc unit cell of the YbB12 crystal structure,
the concentration NSch2 � 1:3% corresponds to the fraction
of ytterbium ions that are displaced from centrosymmetric
positions in the B24 cavities due to the presence of vacancies in
the boron sublattice in their immediate neighborhood.
Because one boron vacancy leads to displacements of the
two Yb ions closest to it, taking this component into account
in the heat capacity allows estimating the number of boron
vacancies as nv�B��NSch2=2 � 0:65%, which is in good
agreement with their concentration of 1±2% found at low
temperatures from measurements of YbB12 powders using
EXAFS spectroscopy [32].

To compare the absolute value and nature of the variation
of the heat capacity ofYbB12 single crystals investigated in [11,
15] and in our study [34], we carried out detailedmeasurements
ofC�T � in the range of 0.4±8 K. Our results, obtained with the
same single crystal as in [34], are presented for comparison
with the data in [11, 15] (black symbols in Fig. 1). At
temperatures of 1±1.5 K, our minimum values of C=T �
3:3 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ2 are lower than the Sommerfeld coefficient
found in [11, 15] by 15% (see Fig. 1), which obviously indicates
the predominance of the vacancy low-temperature Schottky
contribution to the heat capacity of YbB12. We also note that
the Einstein temperature YE � 123 K found in [34] from the
analysis of heat capacity correlates with both the temperature
of spin fluctuations Tsf � 11 meV � 128 K obtained in [35]
from an estimate of the peak width in the YbB12 quasielastic
neutron scattering spectra, andwith the valueYE�141� 10K
found in [34] by X-ray diffraction analysis for root-mean-
square atomic displacements of ytterbium atoms in this
dodecaboride. Thus, the wide-range study of YbB12 carried
out in [34] in the range of 2±200 K (see Fig. 3) allowed the
authors to propose a correct separation of contributions to the
heat capacity at intermediate and low temperatures and to
conclude that N�EF� � 0 at close to zero values of the density
of states, which rules out the possibility of the appearance of
gapless uncharged quasiparticles (Majorana fermions) in the
dielectric state of this narrow-gap semiconductor with strong
electron correlations. We emphasize once again that it was

precisely the large finite values of the density of quasiparticle
states N�EF� 6� 0 obtained in [11, 15] from an incorrectly
performed analysis of the heat capacity that led the authors
to the conclusion about the existence of uncharged fermions in
the YbB12 gap.

We note that, as shown in previous studies of themagnetic
and galvanomagnetic properties of Tm1ÿxYbxB12 solid
solutions [36, 37] and of EPR in YbB12 [38], manybody states
in the gap have a filamentary structure and represent
conducting channels in the semiconductor matrix. Recent
comprehensive studies of high-quality single-domain YbB12

crystals performed using precision X-ray diffraction tech-
niques and low-temperature polarization THz-IR spectro-
scopy, in combination with detailed measurements of
magnetoresistance, have allowed establishing the nature of
the manybody states in the gap [39]. In particular, it was first
shown in [39] that YbB12 is actually a heterogeneous system
with electron phase separation on the nanometer scale, with
conducting channels formed in the semiconductor matrix by
dynamical charge stripes. The authors of [39] emphasize that
the detection of dynamical charge stripes in YbB12 by several
independent experimental methods is of fundamental impor-
tance for explaining the nature of the exotic dielectric state in
Kondo insulators.

3. Heat capacity of YbB12

in a pulsed magnetic field

Among the recent results of heat capacity measurements in
YbB12, a unique study performed at low temperatures in
pulsed magnetic fields up to 60 T is worth noting [40]. Based
on an analysis of experimental data in the extremely narrow
temperature range of 1.9±3.3 K in the simplest model and
taking only the Debye CD � bT 3 and electron gT contribu-
tions into account, the authors of [40] concluded that, under
an insulator-to-metal transition induced by a magnetic field
of about 50 T (Fig. 4a) and accompanied by a sharp increase
in magnetization, the Sommerfeld coefficient g increases by
more than an order of magnitude and reaches values
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g � 67 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ2 at 60 T (Fig. 4b, c). We note that, in a
zero magnetic field, the value of the Debye coefficient
b � 0:4 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ4 obtained from such an analysis (see
the inset to Fig. 4c) is approximately 20 times (!) higher than
that found in [11, 15]. The value of b corresponds to the
Debye temperatureYD � 388 K, which is approximately one
third the values typical of RB12, YD � 1100±1300 K, caused
by thermal vibrations of the light boron framework. In
addition, the large values of the linear heat capacity
coefficient found in the framework of the procedure pro-
posed in [40] (Fig. 4c), according to the authors, indicate a
transition in a strong magnetic field to the Kondo-metal
phase with heavy fermions (Fig. 4a). According to [40], under
the transition to the metallic state, a significant increase in
magnetization induced by the external magnetic field should
also indicate a sharp increase in the density of states N�EF�
associated with the formation of a manybody Kondo
resonance at EF and hence with the appearance of heavy
fermions in the metal phase of YbB12.

Unfortunately, in contrast to the measurements in [40],
which are unique in their complexity and apparently provide
reliable experimental data, the analysis of the results proposed
in the same study does not stand up to criticism. Indeed, aswas
shown above, the simplestmodel chosen for the analysis in [40]
does not correspond to the physical processes in YbB12,
because, in the range of 1.9±3.3 K used by the authors, the
Schottky contribution CSch1 is actually dominant in the heat
capacity (see Fig. 3), while the Sommerfeld term is close to zero
in this narrow-gap semiconductor. Thus, the value g �
5 mJ molÿ1 Kÿ2 obtained in [40] in the zero field, which is
huge for a semiconductor, as in the case of the analysis
proposed in [11, 15] (see Fig. 1), is erroneous. In addition, a
more than 10-fold increase in the coefficient g discovered in
[40] for the insulator-to-metal transition near 50 T (Fig. 4c) is
also a consequence of incorrect modeling of the heat capacity
curves. We note that the problem of the emergence of `false'
heavy fermions under the transition to a state with magnetic
moments andmagnetic clusters, including the spin glass phase,
was studied in detail more than 25 years ago by Schneidner et
al. [41] and Coles [42]. In particular, it was shown in [41, 42]
that the cause of a sharp increase in the low-temperature heat
capacity, which is often incorrectly interpreted in terms of an
increase in the effective mass of conduction electrons, is the
appearance of an additional Schottky contribution. Such a
magnetic Schottky anomaly in the heat capacity intensifies as
the external magnetic field increases and moves upward along
the temperature scale [41, 42], as has been reliably detected for
YbB12 by the authors of [11, 15].

4. Hall effect in YbB12

Recently, in [43], the Hall effect was studied in detail on
single-crystal YbB12 samples in the wide temperature range of
0.35±50 K in steady (up to 18 T) and pulsed (up to 60 T)
magnetic fields. The measurements in [43] followed a scheme
traditional for a Hall experiment, with two directions of the
field �ÿH;�H � oriented along the normal Hjjnjj�100� to the
lateral surface of the crystal (Fig. 5a). An analysis of the
measurement results (see, e.g., Fig. 5c), according to the
authors of [43], definitely confirms the two-fluid scenario of
charge transport in YbB12, with two types of fermions
involved: a charge-neutral Fermi liquid (Majorana fermions)
and ordinary incoherent charge carriers; these two compo-
nents actively interact with each other. Because the conclu-
sion made by the authors of [43] about the transport of
uncharged fermions is based on, among other arguments,
the above-discussed methodologically erroneous estimates of
the quasiparticle contribution to the YbB12 heat capacity (see
Fig. 1±4), it is of more interest here to dive deeper into an
analysis of the contributions to the signal measured fromHall
contacts in RE dodecaborides, including the nonmagnetic
reference compound LuB12 [44], substitutional solid solutions
HoxLu1ÿxB12 [45] and Tm1ÿxYbxB12 [36, 46], and YbB12

itself.
We first note that, in all RE dodecaborides, the coopera-

tive Jahn±Teller structural instability of the boron framework
leads to electron phase separation caused by the formation of
dynamical charge stripes along the h110i directions in the fcc
lattice (Fig. 6a and [47, 10]). The authors of [44, 45] showed
that, for both LuB12 and HoxLu1ÿxB12, the interaction of
quantum electron density fluctuations (stripes) with a
perpendicular external magnetic field Hjj�100� at intermedi-
ate and low temperatures sharply renormalizes the Hall
resistance. This interaction gives rise to an anomalous
topological contribution r an

H �j� with a positive sign, which
is reliably detected when measuring the angular dependences
of the Hall resistance (see the diagram in Fig. 5b and
experimental data in Fig. 6b, c [44] and Fig. 7b [45]). We
note that, for an isotropic conductor, a change in the
direction of the external magnetic field relative to the
normal to the lateral surface of the sample (Fig. 5b) causes
the behavior of the Hall resistance of the form rH �
rH0 cosj, associated with a corresponding change in the
projection of H onto the direction of the normal to the
crystal. Dependences of this type are reliably detected both
in LuB12 in low fields and at high temperatures (Fig. 6b, c),
and in Ho0:8Lu0:2B12 at T > 60 K (Fig. 7a). As can be seen
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from Fig. 6b, c and Fig. 7b, in strong fields at low
temperatures, a positive-sign anomalous contribution
r an
H �j� appears on the angular curves in a wide range of

angles in the vicinity of Hjj�001�, sharply reducing the
amplitude of the signal measured from the Hall contacts. In
such a situation, measurements in the traditional setup with
two opposite orientations of the magnetic field �ÿH;�H� do
not allow separating the normal and anomalous contribu-
tions, which leads to incorrect estimates of the Hall concen-
tration and an incorrect analysis of the temperature and field
curves of the Hall resistance.

Apparently, much more difficult is the task of separating
the contributions to electron transport in RE dodecaborides
containing ytterbium ions. In this case, along with the
electron phase separation (stripes along h110i) caused by the
Jahn±Teller structural instability of the boron framework [10,

47], charge and spin fluctuations due to the dynamical mixed
valence of Yb are effective on the ytterbium ions inRB12 (see,
e.g., [10, 46]). Studies [36, 46] of the Hall effect in substitu-
tional Tm1ÿxYbxB12 solid solutions showed that, in the
temperature range T < YE � 150 K in strong magnetic
fields, along with the usual isotropic harmonic Hall compo-
nent rxy � rH0 cosj, a transverse even resistive component
rTE also appears on angular curves rH�j� and sharply
increases as the temperature decreases (transverse even
effect; see, e.g., [48]). As an example, in Figs 8a, b, we show
typical angular dependences obtained in measuring the
resistance from Hall contacts in Tm1ÿxYbxB12 solid solu-
tions with x � 0:54 and x � 0:72 and also present the results
of the separation of contributions (see [36] for more details).
We emphasize that the even component of the rTE cos �2j�
signal in Tm1ÿxYbxB12 Hall measurements was shown in [36]
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T � 4:2 K in a magnetic field up to 8 T (in accordance with the results in [44]). Thick lines show anomalous anharmonic contribution r an
H �j�. Vertical

arrows show directions �ÿH;�H� corresponding to measurements of the Hall effect in the traditional setup with two opposite orientations of the

magnetic field (Fig. 5a); top axis shows crystallographic directions.
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to be unrelated to the parasitic component from the
magnetoresistance, which arises in the case of an asymmetric
arrangement of Hall contacts on the sample. We also note
that the transverse even effect rTE was observed previously in
the normal state of high-temperature superconductors
(HTSCs) and was related to the appearance of stripes on the
surface and in the layers of HTSC crystals [49, 50].

Thus, for YbB12 in strong magnetic fields at low
temperatures, we should expect the signal from Hall
contacts to the single-crystal sample to contain not only the

usual harmonic component rxy but also the transverse even
resistive effect rTE (second harmonic signal) and the
anomalous topological positive-polarity contribution r an

H

(see Figs 6±8), both induced by stripes. It is obvious that
the correct separation of contributions is possible only by
analyzing the angular curves of the Hall signal (see the
experimental diagram in Fig. 5b). To check the presence of
several contributions to the rH�j� signal measured fromHall
contacts, we should consider angular measurements of the
Hall resistance in the field m0H � 8 T (Fig. 9a), as well as the
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field dependence data rH�H � (Fig. 9b) for a single-crystal
YbB12 sample in theHjjnjj�111� orientation at T � 4:2 K.We
chose just that orientation, because the anomalous topologi-
cal contribution r an

H to the Hall signal was shown in [44, 45]
to vanish for RE dodecaborides for theHjj�111� direction. As
can be seen from Fig. 9a, the obtained result of angular
measurements confirms the presence of three angle-depend-
ent components rH�j� � rxy�j� � rTE�j� � r an

H �j� in the
YbB12 Hall signal. We emphasize that the contributions of
the second harmonic rTE � cos �2j� and the anomalous
component r an

H to the Hall resistance are comparable in
amplitude with the standard Hall component rxy (Fig. 9a).
Hence, we can conclude that all three contributions must be
properly separated and subsequently analyzed separately.
We also note that the r an

H contribution associated with
stripes is observed in a wide neighborhood of Hjjh100i, as
for other RB12 (see Figs 6, 7), while rH measured in the
scheme with sample rotation in a magnetic field in the
Hjj�111� orientation (Fig. 9a) coincides, with good accu-
racy, with the result of traditional field measurements
(Fig. 9b). Thus, the analysis of the results of Hall effect
measurements in YbB12 proposed in [43] should be pro-
nounced incorrect, because the presence in the Hall signal of
three different components dependent on the field direction
was not taken into account in that analysis. The conclusion
of the authors of [43] regarding the presence of a charge-
neutral Fermi liquid (Majorana fermions) in this narrow-gap
semiconductor with strong electron correlations is therefore
also unfounded.

5. Conclusions

We analyzed the results of heat capacity measurements [11,
15, 40] and Hall effect measurements [43] in the Kondo
insulator YbB12. We have shown that the approaches to
separating the contributions to thermal and transport
characteristics proposed by the authors of these studies are
incorrect and lead to unfounded conclusions about the
presence of a charge-neutral Fermi liquid (Majorana fer-
mions) in this model narrow-gap semiconductor with strong
electron correlations and electron phase separation. A
consistent explanation of the experimental data is possible in
the framework of the concept of the filamentary structure of
conducting channels in the semiconductor matrix of ytter-
bium-based dodecaborides [36, 39]. Such channels represent
electron density inhomogeneities on the nanometer scale,
resulting from the formation of dynamical charge stripes
that form manybody states near the Fermi level.

The study was carried out with financial support from the
Russian Science Foundation, project no. 22-22-00243. The
authors are grateful to N B Bolotina, N Yu Shitsevalova,
V BFilipov, VVGlushkov, and B PGorshunov for the useful
discussions.
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